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      Information 

 

Release Title: Avatar  17th December 2009  United Kingdom 

From:  

Origin: United States 
Release date: United States – 16th December 2009 (Los Angeles, 

California, Premiere) 

Genres: Action, Adventure, Fantasy, Sci-Fi 

Disc Nos. – 1 

Certification:    12A 

Duration: 2h 42m  

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English, Spanish 

Filming locations: Kaua'i, Hawaii, USA (rain forest) 

Sound mix: Dolby Digital, DTS, SDDS, Dolby Atmos 
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Storyline 

In 2154, the natural resources of the Earth have been depleted. The Resources Development Administration (RDA) 

mines the valuable mineral unobtanium on Pandora, a moon in the Alpha Centauri star system. Pandora, whose 

atmosphere is inhospitable to humans, is inhabited by the Na'vi, 10-foot-tall (3.0 m), blue-skinned, sapient humanoids 

that live in harmony with nature. To explore Pandora, genetically matched human scientists use Na'vi-human hybrids 

called "avatars". Paraplegic Marine Jake Sully is sent to Pandora to replace his deceased identical twin, who had 

signed up to be an operator. Avatar Program head Dr. Grace Augustine considers Sully inadequate but accepts him as 

a bodyguard. 

 

While escorting the avatars of Grace and Dr. Norm Spellman, Jake's avatar is attacked by Pandoran wildlife, and he 

flees into the forest, where he is rescued by female Na'vi Neytiri. Suspicious of Jake, she takes him to her clan. 

Neytiri's mother, Mo'at, the clan's spiritual leader, orders her daughter to initiate Jake into their society. Colonel Miles 

Quaritch, head of RDA's security force, promises Jake that the company will restore the use of his legs if he provides 

information about the Na'vi and their gathering place, the giant Hometree, under which is a rich deposit of 

unobtanium. Learning of this, Grace transfers herself, Jake, and Norm to an outpost. Jake and Neytiri fall in love as 

Jake is initiated into the tribe. He and Neytiri choose each other as mates. When Jake attempts to disable a bulldozer 

threatening a sacred Na'vi site, Administrator Parker Selfridge orders Hometree destroyed. Despite Grace's argument 

that destroying Hometree could damage Pandora's biological neural network, Selfridge gives Jake and Grace one hour 

to convince the Na'vi to evacuate. 

 

Jake confesses that he was a spy and the Na'vi take him and Grace captive. Quaritch's soldiers destroy Hometree, 

killing many, including Neytiri's father, the clan chief. Mo'at frees Jake and Grace, but they are detached from their 

avatars and imprisoned by Quaritch's forces. Pilot Trudy Chacón, disgusted by Quaritch's brutality, airlifts Jake, Grace, 

and Norm to Grace's outpost. Grace is shot during the escape. Jake regains the Na'vi's trust by connecting his mind to 

that of Toruk, a dragon-like creature feared and revered by the Na'vi. At the sacred Tree of Souls, Jake pleads with 

Mo'at to heal Grace. The clan attempts to transfer Grace into her avatar with the aid of the Tree of Souls, but she dies. 

Supported by new chief Tsu'tey, Jake unites the clan, telling them to gather all the clans to battle the RDA. Quaritch 

organizes a strike against the Tree of Souls to demoralize the Na'vi. Jake prays to the Na'vi deity Eywa via a neural 

connection with the Tree of Souls. Tsu'tey and Trudy are among the battle's heavy casualties. 

 

The Na'vi are rescued when Pandoran wildlife unexpectedly join the attack and overwhelm the humans, which Neytiri 

interprets as Eywa answering Jake's prayer. Quaritch, wearing an AMP suit, escapes his crashed aircraft and breaks 

open the avatar link unit containing Jake's human body, exposing it to Pandora's poisonous atmosphere. As Quaritch 

prepares to slit Jake's avatar's throat, he is killed by Neytiri, who saves Jake from suffocation, seeing his human form 

for the first time. With the exceptions of Jake, Norm, and a select few others, all humans are expelled from Pandora. 

Jake is permanently transferred into his avatar with the aid of the Tree of Souls. 
 

Cast 
Sam Worthington as Corporal Jake Sully, a disabled former Marine who becomes part of the Avatar Program after his 

twin brother is killed. His military background helps the Na'vi warriors relate to him. Cameron cast the Australian 

actor after a worldwide search for promising young actors, preferring relative unknowns to keep the budget down. 

Worthington, who was living in his car at the time, auditioned twice early in development, and he has signed on for 

possible sequels. Cameron felt that because Worthington had not done a major film, he would give the character "a 

quality that is really real". Cameron said he "has that quality of being a guy you'd want to have a beer with, and he 

ultimately becomes a leader who transforms the world". Cameron offered the role to Matt Damon, with a 10% stake in 

the film's profits, but Damon turned the film down because of his commitment to the Bourne film series. 

Worthington also briefly appears as Jake's deceased identical twin, Tommy. 

Zoe Saldana as Neytiri te Tskaha Mo'at'ite, the daughter of the leaders of the Omaticaya (the Na'vi clan central to the 

story). She is attracted to Jake because of his bravery, though frustrated with him for what she sees as his naiveté and 

stupidity. She serves as Jake's love interest. The character, like all the Na'vi, was created using performance capture, 

and its visual aspect is entirely computer generated. Saldana signed on for potential sequels. 

Stephen Lang as Colonel Miles Quaritch, the head of the mining operation's security detail. Fiercely consistent in his 

disregard for any life not recognized as human, he has a profound disregard for Pandora's inhabitants that is evident in 

both his actions and his language. Lang had unsuccessfully auditioned for a role in Cameron's Aliens (1986), but the 

director remembered Lang and sought him for Avatar. Michael Biehn, who had worked with Cameron in Aliens, The 



Terminator and Terminator 2: Judgment Day, was briefly considered for the role. He read the script and watched some 

of the 3-D footage with Cameron but was ultimately not cast. 

Michelle Rodriguez as Trudy Chacón, a combat pilot assigned to support the Avatar Program who is sympathetic to 

the Na'vi. Cameron had wanted to work with Rodriguez since seeing her in Girlfight. 

Giovanni Ribisi as Parker Selfridge, the corporate administrator for the RDA mining operation. While he is at first 

willing to destroy the Na'vi civilization to preserve the company's bottom line, he is reluctant to authorize the attacks 

on the Na'vi and taint his image, doing so only after Quaritch persuades him that it is necessary and that the attacks 

will be humane. When the attacks are broadcast to the base, Selfridge displays discomfort at the violence. 

Joel David Moore as Dr. Norm Spellman, a xenoanthropologist who studies plant and animal life as part of the Avatar 

Program. He arrives on Pandora at the same time as Jake and operates an avatar. Although he is expected to lead the 

diplomatic contact with the Na'vi, it turns out that Jake has the personality better suited to win the natives' respect. 

Moore also portrays Spellman's Na'vi avatar. 

CCH Pounder as Mo'at, the Omaticaya's spiritual leader, Neytiri's mother, and consort to clan leader Eytukan. 

Wes Studi as Eytukan te Tskaha Kamun'itan, the Omaticaya's clan leader, Neytiri's father, and Mo'at's mate. 

Laz Alonso as Tsu'tey te Rongola Atey'itan, the finest warrior of the Omaticaya. He is heir to the chieftainship of the 

tribe. At the beginning of the film's story, he is betrothed to Neytiri. 

Sigourney Weaver as Dr. Grace Augustine, an exobiologist and head of the Avatar Program. She is also Sully's mentor 

and an advocate of peaceful relations with the Na'vi, having set up a school to teach them English. 

Weaver also portrays Grace's Na'vi avatar. 

Dileep Rao as Dr. Max Patel, a scientist who works in the Avatar Program and comes to support Jake's rebellion 

against the RDA 

Matt Gerald as Corporal Lyle Wainfleet, a human mercenary who works for the RDA as Quaritch's right hand man. 

Additionally, Alicia Vela-Bailey appears, uncredited, as Ikeyni, the leader of the Tayrangi clan, Saeyla, one of the 

young hunters who accompanies Jake during his Iknimaya and a harassed blonde woman in a bar that Jake defends. 

Vela-Bailey served as the stunt double for Zoe Saldana and would later portray Zdinarsk in Avatar: The Way of 

Water. Terry Notary, who performed stunts as well, plays the Banshees via motion capture. 

 
Parents Guide 

Certification  
Argentina:13  Australia:M  Austria:12  Brazil:12  Brazil:10 (cut, TV version)  Canada:PG (Alberta/Ontario)  Canada:14A (British Columbia/Manitoba)  Canada:G 
(Quebec)  Chile:TE  China:(Banned) (2010, 2D theatrical version)  Czechia:12  Denmark:11  Ecuador:TP  Egypt:12+  Finland:K-13  Finland:K-12 (re-release)  

France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-12  Hong Kong:IIA  Iceland:10  India:UA (self-applied)  Indonesia:17+ (self-applied)  Ireland:12A  Israel:ALL  

Italy:T  Japan:G  Kuwait:PG  Lithuania:N-7  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:B  Netherlands:12  New Zealand:M  Norway:12 (2022)  Norway:11 (2009)  Peru:14  Peru:Apt 
(extended version)  Philippines:PG-13  Poland:12  Portugal:M/6 (Qualidade)  Portugal:M/12 (re-rating)  Portugal:M/6 (2022, re-release)  Russia:12+  

Singapore:PG  South Africa:13  South Korea:12  Spain:7  Sweden:11  Switzerland:12 (canton of Geneva)  Switzerland:12 (canton of Vaud)  Taiwan:GP  

Taiwan:GP (original rating)  Thailand:13+ (self-applied)  Turkey:13+ (self-applied)  United Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 (DVD rating)  United States:TV-
14  United States:PG-13 (certificate #45663)  United States:PG-13 (certificate #46258, special edition)  United Arab Emirates:PG (self-applied)  Vietnam:C13 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild   Violence & Gore – Moderate  Profanity – Moderate   Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking –  Mild  Frightening 

& Intense Scenes – Moderate 

 

 

MPAA Rated PG-13 for intense epic battle sequences and warfare, sensuality, language and some smoking 
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